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Propaganda  
and games

”In theorising propaganda purely in 
terms of distortion and 
manipulation, critics of computer 
games have ignored the most 
fundamental of questions 
concerning propaganda,  
why is it to be believed?”


Matthew Thomson, ”Military 
Computer Games and the New 
American Militarism” (2008).



Historical 
background

• The Cold War 1947-1991 witnessed 
the greatest propaganda efforts in 
the history of mankind as USA and 
the Soviet Union fought to win the 
”hearts and minds” of humanity. 
(Mikael Nilsson)


• History was one of these 
propaganda battlefields, especially 
regarding nazism and memory 
culture about World War II.


• The Soviets had a head start in 
1945-1962 since the Soviet Union 
still was the undisputed main force 
in defeating Nazi Germany.


• But in the early 1960’s things  
started to change.



The 1944 D-day landings 
were ”invented” in 1962

The movie ”The Longest Day”,

produced by Darryl F. Zanuck



A huge Cold War hit
• The 1962 film ”The Longest Day” premiered 

in the same year as the Cuban missile crisis. 


• Before ”The Longest Day” the D-day 
landings of 1944 (operation Overlord) had 
largely been forgotten (even in 1944 they 
were not especially noted).


• Dwarfed by operation Bagration’s 1,7 million 
troops compared to operation  
Overlord’s 150,000 troops .


• After ”The Longest Day” D-day became a 
crucial event of World War II (in the west). 
Eventually even seen as the most important 
battle of the war.


• The Soviet union’s propaganda industry was 
unable to match this impressive propaganda 
victory and lost the propaganda war 
regarding the Second world war.



The huge impact of ”The Longest Day”

• ”The longest Day” borrowed propaganda techniques from Soviet war 
movies. The ”war is hell”-trope, unlike earlier American  
adventure style-productions. 

• The ”based on a true story”-trope – popular culture as a ”history 
lesson” (filmed in-black-and-white in order to look like the 1940’s). 

• Immense attention to ”historical correctness”  
(weapons, equipment and so on). 

• Internationalism in language (Germans speaking German  
and not not broken English). 

• To summarise – most of the features we today see in  
world war II-computer games.



The Soviet Union lost the cold war 
– but what happened after that? The fall of the Berlin wall in 1989



Changes in propaganda 
and popular culture

• The 1990’s saw renewed 
American military confidence 
as the USA released itself from 
the Vietnam war trauma  
(the Gulf war 1990-1991).


• At the same time, computer 
games began to co-exist with 
movies as important channels 
for historical consciousness.


• Regardless of medium, Hitler 
was defeated by an American 
GI-Joe (Wolfenstein 3D, 1992).



”Saving Private Ryan” important 
to computer game producers 

too young for ”The Longest day”

Steven Spielberg (1998) proved the 
continuing power of movies and 
later TV-series (”Band of Brothers”).



Conker’s Bad Fur Day

A squirrel-version of ”Saving 
Private Ryan” for the console 
Nintendo 64 (2001).





The WW2-computer  
games matures

• Intensified propaganda use of WW2 
despite the end of the cold war.


• America defeated Hitler and now 
America needs to defeat 
international terrorism. 


• The game ”Medal of Honor: Allied 
Assault” (EA) in 2002 marks a huge 
shift in WW2-computer games about 
D-day.


• The ”The Longest Day” of computer 
games – with all the same features 
as the 1962 movie.


• Computer games as a serious 
”history lesson” as a result of the 
war on terror.



The D-day games 
became standardised
• Call of Duty


• Battlefield 1942


• Day of Defeat


• Vanguard: Normandy 1944


• Steel Division


• Days of War


• Iron Front


• Company of Heroes


• Brothers in Arms


• Combat Flight Simulator 3:  
D-Day 1944


• And so on…



Heroification of 
german soldiery

• As WW2-games are mainly fought 
by Americans and Germans it is 
common that players can be 
either.


• This has led to an unexpected 
digital heroification of german 
soldiers in computer games.


• They have to be likeable or at least 
acceptable, often portrayed as 
ordinary soldiers (much like in 
”The longest Day”).


• A story of ”nazism was evil but 
ordinary germans were not 
nazis” (which has no support in 
historical research).



A neo-conservative 
digital popular culture

Unlike the challenging development in 
post-1968 war movies the post  
9/11-computer games quickly became 
conservative in order to be commercially 
successful.



What happened to Mother Russia?



The Soviet war effort 
in computer games

• Sometimes game producers 
want to vary their titles by 
including the Soviet war effort.


• In doing so they make sure to 
include the evilness of the 
Soviet Union to avoid criticism.


• Typical examples, the player is 
not given a gun to begin with, 
gets shot by his own officers of 
or is interrogated by the KGB. 
And sent to Gulag!


• The eastern front is portrayed 
as the strange ”other” of the 
second world war.



Present day tensions 
may see renewed 
conflict regarding 
WW2-culture

The Putin-regime uses WW2 to 
bolster international claims such as 
it’s politics regarding the Ukraine.



Summary
• This presentation has focused upon 

first person shooter games about 
WW2 but the the same trends are 
visible in other genres.


• Complex strategy games with many 
playable nations.


• The end of the cold war and the 
transfer of popular culture 
dominance from movies to computer 
games did not result in changes in 
propaganda methods or discourse.


• On the contrary, popular culture 
propaganda is generally more 
conventional and conservative than 
ever (despite obvious exceptions).
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